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Help your child feel happy about maths.  
Visit nnparenttoolkit.org.uk

The Parent Toolkit is provided by National Numeracy, an 
independent charity that works to improve numeracy, or 
‘everyday maths’, in adults and children in the UK.
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 Perhaps the single most 
important thing that parents 
can do to help their children 
with maths is to pass on a 
positive attitude. 
Tanya Byron, clinical psychologist,  
professor in public understanding  
of science, writer, broadcaster.

Ages 4-11

A parent’s 

guide to:

Helping children 
with everyday maths



nnparenttoolkit.org.uk

What can you do in your area?

Get confident,  
get maths!

Do everyday maths activities together

Maths out  
and about

We all need to use maths every day, 
so it’s really important that your child 
develops good numeracy skills. 

However you feel about 
maths, you can still make a 
huge difference to your child’s 
confidence and learning. 

TOP TIPS

1.  Be positive. Don’t say things 
like ‘I can’t do maths’...your 
child might start to think like 
that themselves…

2.  Praise effort – this shows 
that by working hard they 
can always improve.

3.  Talk about and do everyday 
maths together.

Go to 

nnparenttoolkit.org.uk  

for lots of easy ideas  

for family maths 

 activities!


	Type here: KS1Introduce the concept of fractions by having children cut or break things into two pieces, and then label that for them as “halves.”  You can then work on breaking things into fourths.Go on a shape hunt – how many rectangles, triangles, pentagons, hexagons can you and your child find? Are they 2D or 3D? You can look for patterns and symmetry too.Explore the local area and ask them to guess - how many buildings do they think are on the street? How far is it to the nearest river? Ask for the reasons behind their answers.
	Type here 2: KS2Measure ingredients/set the timer together when you are cooking. Talk about fractions in cooking – how many quarter cups make a cup?Use newspapers and talk to your child about percentages in special offers, the length of TV shows in the TV guide, and compare the salaries in the jobs section.At the shops - if you're buying a couple of items in a shop, ask them to work out how much they will cost. As a challenge for older children, ask them to try and estimate what the weekly shop will come to.


